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CASE STUDY

The Challenge 

The Discflo Solution 

Emulsion Pump Trial A Success 

Rohm and Haas, Louisville, Kentucky 

Rohm and Haas recently conducted a trial of the Discflo pump for handling 
emulsions at various flows and pressures. The results are extremely positive and 
verify that Disc Pump technology is ideal for shear sensitive applications. The 
following case study outlines the goals and conclusions from the trial carried out 
at Rohm and Haas’ Louisville production plant. 

The goals of the trial were to: 

1. Investigate sear sensitivity of the emulsion at anticipated process
conditions.

2. Check the integrity of the propsed double mechanical seal.

3. Check the pump’s ability to handle dead-head conditions and the ability
to pump the tank empty.

The emulsion tested had a viscosity of 1000 cP, which increased with 
temperature. It also contained 5% solids. The Disc Pump in the trial was a Model 
403-14-2HHD, with wetted parts in 316 stainless steel construction.

The first part of the trial involved pumping the emulsion at 90 GPM for 1.5 
hours, taking samples at various times. The pump was then sped up to 170 GPM 
for 3.5 hours. The higher speed raised the temperature of the emulsion and 
aerated it to about 30% air, but the Disc Pump had no problems. More 
importantly, there was no noticeable increase in gel formation on a 42 mesh 
screen. 

Another part of the trial involved deadheading the pump to see how well it could 
handle an empty tank. The discharge valve was closed to 90%. The pump 
continued to pump even under choked flow conditions, but the choked valve 
heated the emulsion to 600C. As the emulsion got hotter, the viscosity increased 
to pver 20,000 cPs. Nevertheless, the pump did manage to continue pumping 
the fluid, even at these higher viscosities. 

Conclusions 

Rohm and Haas found that the Discflo pump performed better than expected in 
reagrds to the shearing nature of the emulsion. Even at high temperatures at 
constant turnover, the emulsion was not showing signs of shear in the internals 
of the pump. 

See next page . . . 

Shear sensitive, viscous emulsion 

Viscosity increases with  rising 
temperature 

Entrained air to 30% 

Disc Pump is a ‘no-shear’ pump 
due to laminar flow 

Handles very high viscosities up 
to 100,000 cP and up to 80% air 

Analysis shows much lower 
operating and maintenance costs 
for Disc Pump 




